
ON A CERTAIN  CONGRUENCE   ASSOCIATED  WITH A  GIVEN

RULED  SURFACE*

BY

E. J. WILCZYNSKI

In a paper f recently published in these Transactions, I have considered a

certain congruence of straight lines, which was intimately associated with a given

ruled surface. It is the purpose of the present paper to investigate this con-

gruence more fully, and to complete some theorems which were there stated in a

somewhat inadequate form.

Let the system of differential equations

y" + Pu y' + Pu* + ^ii y + °nz = °»

(1)
Z" +P2iy' +P22Z'  + °2iy + ?22a= °>

with the independent variable x, be given. Let C and Cz be the integral

curves of (1), and let S represent its integrating ruled surface, formed by join-

ing corresponding points P  and Pz of the two curves.

Let us construct the hyperboloid osculating the surface S along one of its

generators g. The generators of this hyperboloid, which belong to the same

set as g, constitute a single infinity of straight lines. There exists such an

osculating hyperboloid for every (general) generator of the surface S. We

obtain, therefore, a congruence Y of straight lines, in which the surface S is

contained, and which is uniquely determined by it.

Put

p =2y' +pny+pl2z,

(2)
a=2z +p2Xy+p22z.

Then ( Covariants, p. 424), if corresponding points P and Pa of the curves

C   and Ca be joined by straight lines, another ruled surface S' is obtained

* Presented to the Society (San Francisco) December 20, 1902. Received for publication

January 2, 1903.

t Covariants of systems of linear differential equations and applications to the theory of ruled sur-

faces, Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 3, no. 4. I shall

refer to it in this paper as Covariants. My other papers will also be quoted by the initial words

of their titles.    See Covariants, p. 423, footnote.
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which also belongs to the congruence T.    We shall call S' the derivative of

S with respect to the independent variable x.

The system of differential equations, whose integrating ruled surface is S'

and whose integral curves are Cp and Ca, was found to be :

4Jp" + 2(Jpxx + txx)p' + 2(JpX2 + tX2)a' + (2Jp'xx - Juxx

/gx + ¿llPll + 'llAl)/» + (2JP'n - JuX2 + fnPl2 + «lli»«)* = 0»

AJa" + 2(Jp2X + t2l)p' + 2(Jp22-r t22)a' + (2Jp'2X - Ju2x

+ *2iPn + ¿22Ai)P + (2<^22 - Ju22 + t2XpX2 + t22p22)a= 0,

where the notations are the same as in Covariants, p. 438.

If instead of as, a new independent variable £ be introduced by putting

e-eo»)-.
and if the quantities which are formed from (1) after the transformation be

denoted by a dash, one finds

p = j(p + vy),
(4) where        n = %-.\ / _      1 f

a = çr(<r+yz),

The new variable f may therefore be chosen in such a way as to make the

surface derived from S any ruled surface of the congruence T, excepting S

itself together with its osculating hyperboloids.

According to the equations (20) and (56) in Invariants, we find the effect of

the transformation of the independent variable upon the quantities uik to be

given by the equations

_    _ «H + 2 {£,:«} _ ul2
u,~ —

"'ll - / fc' \2 ' "ll - ( t' \2 >

«21 _       u22 + 2{%,x)
u„ = / t' \2 ' ""22 — ( £' )2

where ,    2

(6) {^x}=-f~i\f) =v'~^2

denotes the Schwarzian derivative.    Therefore

y    I+4{Ç,x}

(r)2 ,
(7) J_J+2{I;)X}I+4:{I;,X}2

(F)4
since

1 = Mn + U22, J = Uxx U22       Ux2 U2X .
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Moreover, from the definitions of the quantities vik and wik  {Invariants,

equations (32) and (39)], we find

«n = TfJ [ "" ~ 4m» ,? + 4{f,a3}'-8{^,x}7?],

(8)

where

ii2 = rpy3i>i2-4w12'?]v

«22 = rty l>22 - 4m22'? + 4 { £, a}' - 8 { f, x } j? J

if'*}'' =^ {£>*}>etc-

Further, we find

«u = 7^y4 [«u - 10«nii + 24^ - 8«,^' + 8{g, x}" - 40{£, *}'i,

-16{£,x}2 + 40{|,x})?2],

wu = T|7y4 [wX2 - 10v12j; + 24m12Î?2 — 8uX2v' ] ,

(9)

^21 = (ff [W21 — l0^ + 24«217?2 — 8^7?'] ,

^22 = (Yy K2 - l^*? + 24m227?2 - 8«Bij' + 8{f, x}" - 40{f, x}'t;

-16{f,x}2 + 40{£,x}1?2].

Now equations (3) show that, if 1=0, the derivative of # with respect to x

is a developable surface, for then there will be an equation satisfied of the form

ap  -\- ßa' -f yp + 8a = 0.

This conclusion would not be valid, if in addition to J= 0, the equations

a = /3 = 7=8=0 were also satisfied. In that case we should have, besides

«7=0,
M21 «12 - U2i «11 = 0 ' W21 «22 - «22 «21 = 0 '

- «H »H + «12 «11 = 0 » - »11 «22 + W12 «21 = 0 '
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But if dt 4= 0, we may assume uX2 = u2X = 0, taking as fundamental curves

C , Cz on S the two (distinct) branches of the flecnode curve.*    But since

^=M11M22-M12M21 = 0>

either uxx or u22 will also vanish.    But we have [ Covariants, equations (33) ]

10) 2// +plxp+pX2a = uxxy + uX2z,

2a-'   + P2lP + P22<7 = U2iy + M22*'

so that in this case also S' would be developable.

If however, f?4 = 0, the flecnode curve has only one branch. Taking it as

fundamental  curve   C   we  should   find   w„ = 0.    But   from  this  condition,
y L¿ '

together with J= #4 = 0, would follow

Mn = M22 = ° >

so that according to (10) S' would again be developable.

In all cases then, if J = 0 the derivative of S with respect to x is develop-

able. One can easily see that if J =f= 0, S' is not developable, for in that case

the planes tangent to S' at P and Pa intersect the line B x joining P and P%

in distinct points, as is shown by equations (10).

We shall therefore obtain all developable surfaces of the congruence T, by

finding the most general transformation £= £(:«), which reduces the sem-

invariant e/to zero. For the surface S itself, and its osculating hyperboloids,

which alone cannot be obtained as derivatives of S, are certainly not develop-

able. Those isolated osculating hyperboloids, which are developable, are also

obtained in this way, since for them ,1=0. But according to (7), the most

general solution of the differential equation

(11) 4{Ç,x}2 + 2I{Ç,x}+J=0,

is the most general independent variable for which J= 0. To reduce J to

zero we may therefore take for £ the general solution of either of the two equa-

tions

(11a) {£,«,} _zI+25, (116)     {g, x} = - T- Ve>,

where

et = P - 4J.

Although each of the equations (11«) and (116) is of the third order we

obtain in this way only two families of co ' developable surfaces, as we should.

For, as equations (4) show, all values of g which give the same value to n belong

* Since the flecnode curve intersects, in general, every generator of the surface in two points,

we speak of it as a curve of two branches.
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to the same developable surface S'.    As a matter of fact, equations (11a) and

(116) may be written

,          ,     -I-rV"04            ,     .  i      - /- VK
V~h=-5-i        9 -fr =-4-1

and these are of the Riccati form, so that the anharmonic ratio of any four

solutions is a constant.

We have therefore proved the following theorem :

To every ruled surface S there belongs a congruence T determined by its

osculating hyperboloids. This congruence contains two families of develop-

able surfaces, which coincide if, and only if, 6t = 0, i. e., if, and only if, the

two branches of the flecnode curve of S coincide. To determine any devel-

opable surface of the congruence, it is necessary and sufficient to find a solu-

tion of the equation

4{|,x}2-f 2I{Ç,x}+J=0,

and to take this solution f = f ( x ) as the independent variable of the defining

system of differential equations. The derivative of S with respect to £ will

then be a developable surface, and all developable surfaces of the congruence

may be obtained in this way. Moreover any four developables of the same

family intersect all of the asymptotic tangents of S in point rows of the same

cross-ratio.

Let us suppose that the variable x has already been so chosen as to make

</"= 0. Then the line Lpa, joining P and Pa generates a developable surface

of the congruence T, and C and Ca are two curves on this surface. Let us

assume that 6t =f= 0, and that C and Cz are the two (distinct) branches of the

flecnode curve on S.    Then

W12 = M21 — 0 l «jj — W22  +  0 l J= «n«22 ~~ M12M21 = ^ '

so that either un or u22, but not both, will vanish. Suppose that un = 0.

Then according to (10)

2/3' + PnP+Pi2<T=0'

i. e., if p12 =f= 0, Pa is a point on the tangent to the curve Cp described by Pp.

In other words Cp is the cuspidal edge of the developable surface. If pl2

together with u12, were zero, C would be a straight line, and the curve C would

degenerate into a point of this line.    The developable surface would be a cone.

If un 4= 0, m22 must vanish, and then Ca is the cuspidal edge of the develop-

able surface. This ambiguity corresponds to the fact that every line of the con-

gruence belongs to two of its developable surfaces.

But if P and Pz describe the flecnode curves on S, P and Pa are points on

the flecnode tangents.    Let us call the ruled surface of two sheets, generated
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by the flecnode tangents of S, its flecnode surface. Then we have proved the

theorem : the focal surfaces of the congruence Y are the two sheets, F' and

F", of the flecnode surface of S.
For the focal surfaces of a congruence are the loci of the cuspidal edges of

its developable surfaces. The theorem is true also if 04 = 0, only in that case

F' and F" coincide.

We can also prove this theorem geometrically. Let g0, gx, g2, g3, etc., be

consecutive generators of the ruled surface S. The hyperboloids Hx, H2, etc.,

osculating S along gx, g2, etc., are determined respectively by g0, gx, g2; gx,

g2,g3, etc' The flecnode tangents f[ ,f"x along generator gx are the two straight

lines intersecting g0, gx, g2, g3. The flecnode tangents f'2,f"2 of S, along g2,

intersect gx, g2, g3, g4; f3, f"3 intersect g2, g3, g4, gb; etc. Therefore g3 inter-

sects f [,f2,f3, f[ as well as f"x,f'2,f"%,f\-, i. e.5 four consecutive generators

of each sheet of the flecnode surface of S. This shows that each of the sheets

F' and F" of the flecnode surface of S, has S itself as one of the sheets of

its flecnode surface. The congruence T is made up of the generators of the

first kind on the hyperboloids Hx, H2, etc. Hx and H2 intersect along the four

lines gx, g2,f'xf"x. H2&vk\B:3 intersect along g2, g3, f2,f2, etc. Therefore

a generator of the first kind on Hx can meet a generator of the first kind on

H2 only along one of the lines f[ or f"x. Moreover, at every point of f'x and

f"x two such lines actually do meet. It is clear* then, that the cuspidal edges of

the developable surfaces of the congruence Y must lie on one or the other of

the two sheets of the flecnode surface of S. This completes the synthetic proof

of our theorem.

But we have also seen that each sheet of the flecnode surface of S, has S

itself as one of the sheets of its flecnode surface.

To prove this analytically as well, we set up the system of differential equa-

tions for F '.

Let us assume 0. 4= 0, and take as fundamental curves C  and C  on S
4    i 7 y z

the two branches of the flecnode curve. Then uX2 = u2X = 0. We may also,

by multiplying y and z by properly chosen functions of x, make pxx = p22 = 0.

Under these assumptions eliminate z, z , a, a' between equations (1), (2) and

(10).    UpX2 + 0, we find

(12)

ft Ci  Ï12     ' ' i     Ï12 A
y -2—y -p -?ny + —V = o,

Fu r\2

p" + (2?22-t^21)y'-2fLy-?22P = (K
V12

A similar system of equations may be obtained for z and a.
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Denote by Uik the quantities formed from (12) in the same way as are uik

from (1).    Then we shall find

U12=0,  U2X=4q22-2pl2qn-8q22^,
1 12

Un-U22 = 4(?u-o22).

Therefore the curve C is flecnode curve on F' as well as on S. If the two

branches of the flecnode curve are distinct on S, they are also distinct on F'

and F" for qn — q does not vanish under our assumptions unless 0t = 0. To

complete the proof that S is a sheet of the flecnode surface of F' we have

still to show that the flecnode tangents to F' constructed, of course, along C

are the generators of S. But the flecnode tangent to the surface F' at a

point P of the flecnode curve, is the line joining it to the point, whose coordi-

nates are obtained from system (12) in the same way as the coordinates of Pp

are obtained from system (1).    But the coordinates of this point are

2y'-2^y-p = -2qfy-puz,
l'l2 Pli

i. e., this point is on the generator of the surface S which passes through P .

This completes the proof of our theorem if pl2 =j= 0. But if p12, together

with ul2, vanishes, F' degenerates into a straight line, and any ruled surface

made up of lines intersecting it may be called its flecnode surface. The theorem

may therefore be stated as being true in all cases.

The curve C is one branch of the flecnode curve of F'. The other may be

found by putting ( Covariants, § 4)

r=ii2Xy-(uxx-n22)p.

The flecnode tangents to F' along this curve generate the second sheet of the

flecnode surface of F'; but this does not in general belong to the congruence

r—never in fact, as we shall see, unless F' degenerates into a straight line.

The flecnode surface F' may be of the second order.    This is so if, and only if,

U12=U2l = Uu-U22=0.

But this requires qn — q22 to vanish, which condition, together with those

already fulfilled, gives

W12 = W21 = Mll — «22 = ° '

i. e., only if the ruled surface S is of the second order, can a sheet of its flee-
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node surface be of the second order.    Its flecnode surface in that case coincides

with itself, generated however by the generators of the second set.

Let us put

u2X vX2 — u  vxx = 2JXn, u2X v22 — u22 v2X = 2JX  ,

(13)
— uxx vX2 + ul2 vxx = 2 JXi2, —uxlv22 + uX2 v21 = 2JX22 ;

whence

2(u¡xXu-ru2lXX2)=-vn, 2(MnX2l + M21\22)= -v2X,

(14)
2 foi K + m22 xi2 ) = - VL2 >        2 ( m]2 X21 + w22 X22 ) = - u,2.

If we denote the coefficients of (3) by Pik and Qik, so that (3) becomes

P" + PnP' + P^' + Ç„P + Qu° = °-
(15)

<7" + P21p' + P22(7' -f Qnp + Q22a = 0,

we shall have

Pik=Pik + \k>

(lß)   Qii~Çn + Î(\iPn + \iPti)> Q2i = V2i + HKPu + \2P2i)'

Ql2 - Î12 + i ( XlllJ12 + X12 P22 ) 1 Ç22 = ?22 +  I ( X21 Pi» +   ̂ 2^22 ) •

Let us denote by Í7.4 the quantities which are formed from system (15) in

the same way as are the quantities uik from (1).    Then we shall find

JUX2=Ju12 + l(uX2wn — uxlwX2) - 3J-'X12,

(17) JU2X=Ju2X + %(u2lw22 — u22w2X) — ZJ' X2X,

J(Un—U22)=J(uÍX—u22) + l(u2lwl2—u¡2w2X + unw22—u22wxx)—3J'(Xxx—X22).

If we assume u12 = u2X = 0, 04 =)= 0, the curves Cy and (7z are the flecnode

curves on S, and the curves C and Ca on the derived surface S' are the inter-

sections of this surface with the flecnode surface of S. It may happen that C

is one branch of the flecnode curve of S'. This is so if, and only if, TJX2 = 0.

In other words, the derivative of S has a branch of its flecnode curve on the

flecnode surface of S, if one of the two conditions

U12 =   ^12 = ° or % =  U2l = °

is satisfied.

There exist two families of co2 non-developable ruled surfaces of the con-

gruence T each of which has one branch of its flecnode curve on the flecnode

surface of S.
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This we shall now proceed to prove. Assuming J 4= 0, UX2 = 0 will be a

consequence of u12 = 0, if

(18) »„-fcfe^-O,

as is shown by (17). The equation uX2 = 0 is left invariant by an arbitrary

transformation of the independent variable. If then C be taken as one

branch of the flecnode curve on S, the curve C will be a branch of the flec-

node curve on S' provided the independent variable be so chosen as to satisfy

the equation

W12-3«12y = 0>

or, making use of (7), (8) and (9), provided

nc, ^0 o     J' + 2 {«?, x\F + 2 {g,x}'/+ 8 {g, xj {t, x}'
(19) wl2 + 2v12V - 8vu-      -J+2{Ç,x}I+i{!;,x}2-= ° '

which equation is of the second order with respect to n. This proves our

assertion, that there exists a family of 002 ruled surfaces in the congruence F,

each such that one of the branches of its flecnode curve lies on F'. There is

another such family connected with the other sheet F" of the flecnode surface.

The surfaces of the second family are determined by the equation

nay        ^9            o     J-' + 2{g,x}J' + 2{g,x}'/+8{g,x}{g,x}'
(19)   w2l+2v2lV-3v2X-     -J+2{^,x}I+4{^xT-=°'

which is obtained from (19) by permuting the indices 1 and 2.

It may happen that the derivative of S has both of the branches of its flec-

node curve on the flecnode surface of S, one on each sheet. If this is so

(assuming Qi =)= 0), we shall have simultaneously

W12=«21=   ^12=   ^21 = 0>

whence

J' J'
W12 - 3«12 -J  ™ 0 > W2\ — 3«21 -J   = 0 •

But since J'\s not zero, this gives

wl2v2X — w2XvX2 = 0,

which together with u12 = u2X = 0, makes

A =   «„ — v„     -y,,     v„    = 0 .

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 13
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But this is the condition under which S belongs to a linear complex (Georn*

try, p. 351). The converse is also true, i. e., if A = 0 and 6^ =(= 0, a doubl

infinity of surfaces S' exists, each of which has the property in question. Foi

equations (19) and (19)' will then be identical, the two (distinct) branches of th

flecnode curve on S being taken as fundamental curves.

If however 6i vanishes, we may still assume uX2 = 0, whence follows in thi

case uxx — u22 = 0. The flecnode surface F of S has only one sheet, and ii

order that both of the branches of the flecnode curve of S' may be on F, the;

must coincide. We must then in this case choose the independent variable s<

as to satisfy the simultaneous conditions

«12 =   ^12 = «11 - «22 =   #n -   C/22 = 0-

J'
W'l2-3«12 -J = 0'

The first two give, as before

The last two give

H"hWU + »h(«'b-«'ii)]   -f  J=Kl«12+MIl(«22-«ll)]  =0'

whence, substituting the value of J' ¡J from the preceding equation, we find

«11 [«I2K2 - «u) - «^(«22 - «11)]  = 0 •

Developable surfaces being excluded, uxx cannot vanish.    Therefore

«12K1 - «'22) - «^(«n - «22) = °»

which, together with uX2 = uxx — u22= 0, makes A vanish.   .

Conversely, if
A = f?4=0,

we can always assume ul2 = ulx — u22= 0, which gives either u2X = 0, i. e., p

surface of the second order, or

«12K1 - w») - «ii(«u - «22) = °-

If then the independent variable be so chosen as to make

J'
w„ - -àvx,

the equations

w» - 3«i2 j - ° 1

C712=f/U-Í722=0

will follow.    The following theorem is therefore true, whether 6i is zero or not,
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If a non-developable ruled surface of the congruence V has both of the

branches of its flecnode curve on the flecnode surface of S, one on each sheet,

then the surface S belongs to a linear complex. There exists in this case a

double infinity of surf aces of the congruence T, each of which has the property

in question. Conversely, if S belongs to a linear complex there exists a

double infinity of ruled surfaces in the congruence, whose flecnode curves are

thus situated on the flecnode surface of S.

In case of a surface of the second order all of these surfaces S' as well as its

flecnode surface coincide with it, and the theorem, while true, becomes trivial.

If A does not vanish identically, it will, in general, vanish for particular

values of x. If the flecnodes on a generator of S, corresponding to a particu-

lar value of x = a for which A = 0, are distinct, one of two things must take

place. Either the osculating hyperboloid hyperosculates the surface along that

generator, or else the two flecnodes corresponding to x = a on the derivative are

on the flecnode surface of S, one on each sheet. For, if we take ux2 = u2X = 0,

the condition that A vanishes gives either

W12 = U2X = Mll - M22 = 0 0r M12 = % = Vlt W2X - V2l WU = 0 '

for x = a.

In the first case the osculating hyperboloid hyperosculates the surface (Geom-

etry, p. 444). In the second case, any solution of (19) will, for x= a, also

satisfy {19)', i. e., for x= a the simultaneous conditions

Ml2 =   UX2 = W21 =   U2X = °

will be satisfied, i. e., _Pp and Pa, two points on the flecnode surface of S, will

be on the flecnode curve of S'. One sees at once how this is to be extended

to the case when 0. = 0.

Equation (19) can be integrated once. Since we have uX2 = u2X = 0, we find

[^Invariants, equations (32) and (39)] ;

VX2 = -Pu(un~u22)> ""n — w22 = 2 «i-O»

WX2 = 2v'x2 + (Pn -Ä2K2 -^12(^11 - ^22)-

Divide both members of (19) by vX2.    We find

2Vf + pxx-p22 + 2Uf^ + 2iY-^{J+2{^,x}I+^,x}2] = 0.
1- 11 22 '

Moreover, since uX2 = u2X = 0, we have

I=ulx + u22,        J=uxxu22.
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Therefore we obtain by integration

/oa\ _ffi2(«n ~ «22) (? )_0f(-fn-p^ldx_r

(    } (uxx + 2{Ç,x})3(u22 + 2{1;,x})3e

where c is a constant.    Of course (19)' may be treated in the same manner.

We have seen that there exist 002 ruled surfaces of the congruence T, the

flecnode curve of each of which has one of its branches upon one of the sheets

of the flecnode surface of S. The question arises, whether among these there

exists one (there cannot in general be more than one) whose flecnode surface

has one of its sheets in common with that of  S.

Let us suppose that F' is at the same time a sheet of the flecnode surface of

S and of S'. Then C and Cp are flecnode curves on S and S' respectively,

so that we shall have ul2 = UX2 = 0. But more than that, the flecnode tangent

to S' at any point of Cp must be a generator of F', i. e., must pass through

P  and Pp.    In other words, the conditions

«12 = ^u = ° - 2/3' + PnQ + P12a =\y + fip

must be simultaneously fulfilled, where X and p are some (as yet unknown) func-

tions of x.    But we have

Pik = Pik + \k'

2P' + PnP + puo- = uxly + ul2z,

so that our second condition becomes

or
«a« + xnP + \2°" = xy + w.

(\i - P)P + \2<r = (X - uxx)y.

But, except for singular values of x, P , Pp and Pa are not collinear.

Therefore we must have

/X=XU, X = MU, \2=0,

which last equation, together with uX2 = 0, gives v12 = 0 if J 4= 0. But

ut2 = v12 = 0 is satisfied by either pl2 = 0, in which case F' degenerates into a

straight line, or by

«12 = «11 — «22 = ° •

But since UX2 must also vanish, we must have also wl2 = 0, which, if pi2 4= 0,

gives the additional condition u2X = 0, i. e., S must be a surface of the second

order.
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We have proved the following theorem. If the surface S is not of the

second order, and if its flecnode surface has a sheet F' which does not

degenerate into a straight line, no other ruled surface of the congruence T has

F' also as a sheet of its flecnode surface. Or, in other words, the second

sheet of the flecnode surface of F' does not belong to the congruence T.

If F' does degenerate into a straight line, every ruled surface of V clearly

has this straight line as a degenerate sheet of its focal surface.

We have seen that F' may degenerate into a straight line. It is, in general,

a ruled surface. Can it be a developable surface? If it were developable,

according to equations (12) or (10), pX2 would have to vanish. But the simul-

taneous conditions pl2 = uu = 0 would make C a straight line. Therefore :

if a sheet of a flecnode surface is developable, it degenerates into a straight

line.    This may also be easily seen geometrically.

Assuming again ux2 = u2X = 0, we find

1 p
PX2 = PX2 + E7-T- ( - UXXVX2) = 0^(W11 + W22)>

"a\\ "22 "22

p»-*h+%^ü2y ■**>=fit(Mi1+U22)-

But we can always choose the independent variable so as to make uxx + w22

vanish. According to (7) it is only necessary, for this purpose, to take as the

new independent variable any solution of the equation

(21) 4 {f, x] +7=0,
which gives the equation

(22) 2(2n'-r,2) + 1=0

for n. This is of the first order and of the Riccati form, so that the anhar-

monic ratio of any four solutions is constant. Moreover the conditions

Px2 = P2X = 0 prove that Cp and Ca are asymptotic lines on S'. Moreover if

pX2 and p2X are not both zero in the above equations, i. e., if S is not contained

in a linear congruence it is not only sufficient, but it is necessary to make uxx + u22

vanish so as to have Pl2 = P2l = 0 .    We have the following theorem :

If S is a ruled surface with two distinct branches to its flecnode curve and

not belonging to a linear congruence, there exists just a single infinity of ruled

surfaces in the congruence Y, whose intersections with the two sheets of the flec-

node surface of S are asymptotic lines upon them. They are the derivatives

of S when the independent variable is so chosen as to make the seminvariant

I vanish. Moreover, the point-rows in which any four of these surfaces inter-

sect the asymptotic tangents of S all have the same anharmonic ratio.
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In a former paper (Invariants, p. 22) we have adopted a canonical form to

which system (1) can always be reduced, namely that, for which

We can now say that, if a system (1) is written in its canonical form, its

integral curves are asymptotic lines on its integrating ruled surface, and its

derivative with respect to x is cut by the two sheets of the flecnode surface of

S along asymptotic lines.

If #4 = 0, since

et = i2 - 4j,

e^also will vanish for the canonical form, so that in this case the surfaces just

mentioned will coincide with the (single) family of developable surfaces of

the congruence.

If pX2 = p2X = 0 together with u12 = u2l = 0, the flecnode curve of S con-

sists of two straight lines, and every ruled surface of the congruence has the

property in question. The reduction to the canonical form must therefore have

a different significance in this case. To find it, let us assume that the curves

C and C are asymptotic lines on S, but not at the same time flecnode curves,

i. e., let them be any two asymptotic lines different from the straight line direc-

trices. Then p12 and p2l will vanish, while u12 and u2l do not. We can, more-

over, also assume pxx = p22 = 0, so that system (1) has been reduced to the

semi-canonical form.

The conditions which are necessary and sufficient to make S belong to à

linear congruence are, that all of the minors of the second order in A must vanish

(Geometry, p. 356).    Three of these minors are

(«ii - «22)«i2 - «i2(«n - «22)' («11 - «22K1 - «2i(«n - «22)'

«12^21 -«21 «12-

Since we have assumed pik= 0,

»a - - 4?i4, vik = - Sq'ik,        wik = - \§q"ik.

Inserting these values in the above minors of A, and equating them to zero,

we find that the quotients qX2j(qxx — q^, q2X/qxx — q22) must be constants. If

they are, the other minors will also vanish.    Let us put

(23) ixt = o(qu-qa), ?ii=&(?n-?a).

where a and b are constants.    Our system (1) now has the form

y" + quy + a(qii-q22)z = 0>

(24)
a"+6(?ll-?22)W + °222!=0-
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If we compute the coefficients P12 and P2X of the derived system from (16),

we find

p -gllgÎ2 + gl2?n p -?22g21  +  g21?22

12 n    n n    n ' 21 —
?11 ?22 - 1x2 °2X gll ?22 - 1x2 ?2!

But if (24) has the canonical form, we shall have

ill   + ?22 = ° -

which substituted in (23) gives

I22 - - in i        gi2 = 2«?u g21 = 26?n,

whence

P12 = P21 = 0,

i. e., Cp and (7ff are asymptotic lines on S'. We have therefore the following

additional theorem :

If a ruled surface S is contained in a linear congruence, there exists a single

infinity of ruled surfaces S' in this congruence, whose intersections with the

developable surfaces made up of the tangents to the asymptotic curves of S,

are asymptotic lines upon them. The point-rows, in which any four of these

surfaces S' intersect the tangents to the asymptotic lines of S, all have the

same cross-ratio. Any one of these surfaces is obtained by taking the deriva-

tive of S with respect to an independent variable which is so chosen as to make

the seminvariant I vanish.

We might say more briefly that, in this case the asymptotic lines of S and

its derivative correspond to each other.

In a former paper (Covariants, p. 439) we have investigated a special case

of this relation between S and S', namely that in which systems (1) and (15)

assume the semicanonical form simultaneously. This gives rise to the further

condition that all of the coefficients in (24) must be constants. We saw then,

that there are three distinct types of surfaces for which this takes place. Their

equations may be written respectively

rytr* ryt^   __   rpfl ™A   -   (1
■Vi        •*-/l        ^^      *%/*)       «-'q       ^^        V      ■)

x3 — x4eXxilX!¡ = 0,

x3x\ — 3^35^ + 2x\ = 0,

where X and p. are any constants.    The  last equation  represents Cayley's
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cubic scroll. The proof of this theorem there given is not quite adequate,

owing to the fact that in the discussion of the last two cases a form of the

equations was adopted for which J = 0. But it is easy to complete the demon-

stration.

University of California,

Berkeley, December 15, 1902.


